
12/06/20 

Dear Families, 

My weekly Friday letter has now evolved into a fortnightly newsletter as we have more 

children coming into school. Some children in Nursery, Reception, Y1 and Y6 are now in 

school in small groups accessing their education. From Monday next week, we will also be 

welcoming some more children from these year groups. The children in school have been 

marvellous in following the expectations around social distance and good rigorous 

handwashing routines to ensure that they, their friends, staff and families all remain as safe 

as we can make it. Thank you to parents for following the yellow feet and bringing/collecting 

the children from their specified entrances. 

We also continue to have classes for the children of key workers in school who are 

completing the same work as their peers at home and having some creative activities in the 

afternoons. Once again, the corridors and classrooms are filled with the voices and giggles 

of children enjoying their learning. 

A polite reminder to parents of children in school to pay for the school dinners. Thank you. 

I am sure that our families would have received the Prime Minister’s announcement this 

week about other year groups not coming back before the summer holidays with mixed 

feelings. For some families it may be a relief if they have health aspects to consider and for 

others it may have been frustrating that they want the children to return to school for all the 

benefits being in school brings. All I can offer is that we are still on a journey; we do not yet 

know the destination, or how many hills there are to climb nor where the path twists and 

turns. All we can do is keep going forward with the positivity, sense of consideration and 

community which was so evident at the beginning of this crisis. 

I am aware that many of our children are still at home with their families accessing the home 

learning, which is sent out from teachers via the home learning email. Teachers from Y2, Y3, 

Y4 and Y5 are in the process of developing some virtual lessons which they are hoping to 

deliver at the beginning and end of the week. These lessons will enhance the work already 

set. It will hopefully, if the technology works, enable the class teacher to give some more 

guidance for the children in their class. Details of the lessons will be sent out by the teachers 

via the home learning email. 

I appreciate as the weeks have gone on that the motivation from the children to complete the 

work is diminishing a little. For many families you are now in some established daily routines, 

which is excellent for reducing anxiety but may lead to monotony, so maybe mix up the 

routines every now and then just to keep things fresh and new for the children. Introducing 

specific rewards can help with motivation. It has been ‘My Money week’ and earning money 

is a life lesson for us all but can also be a great motivator for saving for a special toy or event 

to enjoy once things return to near normal. The Y6 have been creating/ making/selling their 

own products such as cakes as part of money week with some great ideas and 

entrepreneurs of the future! 

I haven’t seen our fox in the last few weeks so think he might have moved on or is keeping 

out of the way due to the increase of numbers in school. However, we have a bluetit’s nest in 

the bottom section of a lamppost! First thing in the morning you can hear them tweeting 



through the very tiny hole. The parents have done a great job of constantly feeding them and 

we are just waiting for them to fledge now. The children from the discrete group have been 

busy weeding and planting in the garden so perhaps we have some more colourful 

flowerbeds in the next few weeks. I still see many of you on your daily walk past school, it’s 

just a shame that it has been raining this week. 

If anyone has been walking in the countryside you may have noticed how dry the fields were 

so as least the farmers will be relieved to have some rain. The children in the Marvel class 

have been looking at sealife and the effects on climate change on areas such as the Barrier 

reef. 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

On the windowsill in my office I have an eclectic collection of things people have kindly given 

me over the years. One of the objects is a jar with sayings about friendship. It has some 

great sayings in and does make me smile, perhaps our families might want to make a 

‘lockdown jar’ and put in all the positive things that have happened in the last few weeks and 

maybe some things that they are looking forward to in a couple of months. I also have a mini 

book ‘Teachers’ with sayings in and I would like to dedicate the saying to all our parents at 

home who have been their children’s ‘best teachers’ over the last few weeks. 

‘To teach is to learn itself’ – Japanese proverb 

‘When you are a teacher you are always in the right place at the right time. There is no 
wrong time for learning.’ - B. Anderson 

‘Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and three-fourths Theatre.’ – G. Godwin 

‘The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery’- 
Mark Van Doren 

‘The object of teaching is to prepare the young to 
educate themselves throughout their lives.’ – Robert 

Hutchins. 

‘To teach is to touch lives forever’ – Anonymous 

So Well Done to you teachers out there, you are doing 

an amazing job even when the children strop or refuse 

or huff and puff and say that they ’just can’t do it’!!!!! 

Just take a deep breath and try it a different way…once 

they get it the sun really shines.                            

Yours sincerely, 

Mrs S Randle 

Head Teacher 


